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Introduction 

1. UK Lawyers for Israel is a voluntary association of lawyers who support Israel and seek 

the proper application of the law and regulation in matters relating to Israel. Our honorary 

patrons and members include some of the most distinguished lawyers in Britain.  

2. We assess the proposed Complaints Framework and Procedures in the context that  

(a) an overwhelming majority of British Jews regard the BBC’s coverage as biased 

against Israel;  

(b) many of our members and supporters have found the BBC’s handling of complaints 

regarding this coverage to be deeply unsatisfactory; and 

(c) biased or misleading coverage of Israel by the BBC, and even the perception of it, 

has extremely serious consequences; it is therefore particularly important that the 

BBC’s complaints procedures are effective, and seen to be effective, in securing 

compliance by the BBC with its obligations of accuracy and impartiality in this 

area. 

3. In these circumstances, we consider that a radical transformation of the BBC’s handling 

of editorial and general complaints is required. The proposed Framework and Procedures 

are fundamentally inadequate.  

4. While we appreciate that the BBC is not consulting on the exclusion of areas such as the 

World Service and the BBC website from regulation or complaints handling by Ofcom, 

in our view this exclusion makes our concerns all the more serious and demanding of 

proper consideration by the BBC at the highest level. 

5. We will first expand on the points in paragraph 2, then set out our proposals for a more 

satisfactory system, and then some specific comments on the BBC’s proposed 

Framework and Procedures. In the course of doing so we will address the particular 

points identified under the heading “Scope and basis for this consultation” on page 5 of 

the Consultation Document. However, we note that the bullet points in this paragraph do 

not in fact cover all of the requirements for the BBC’s handling and resolving complaints 

set out in the BBC’s Charter. We have assumed that the BBC intended to consult on the 

suitability of the framework for ensuring compliance with all of these requirements and 

have commented accordingly. 

The perception of bias 

6. An overwhelming majority of British Jews regard the BBC’s coverage as biased against 

Israel. A survey of over 4000 British Jews in 2010 found that 79% considered that the 

BBC’s news coverage was biased against Israel, 14% considered that it was generally 

balanced, 4% did not know and 3% considered that it was biased in favour of Israel: 

http://www.jpr.org.uk/publication?id=1652#.Vg5Nj9iFOWA (pages 9-10) 

http://www.jpr.org.uk/publication?id=1652#.Vg5Nj9iFOWA
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This was part of a larger survey on the attitudes of British Jews towards Israel, other 

aspects of which are set out in the main report: 

http://www.jpr.org.uk/publication?id=94#.Vg91zdiFOWA 

7. The main report showed that the sample was generally representative of British Jews, but 

with a degree of over-representation of the politically more liberal. The figures relating 

to the BBC were not corrected for this and thus are likely to understate the proportion of 

Britain’s Jews who consider that the BBC’s coverage is biased against Israel.  

8. Apart from this, the survey was relatively large (4081); the 95% confidence limits for the 

79% that considered the BBC’s news coverage as biased against Israel would be under 

±1.3%.  

9. This is a remarkable finding, particularly given the diversity of Britain’s Jews and their 

outlooks. It is also corroborated by other evidence. The All-Party Parliamentary Inquiry 

into Antisemitism, addressing “the causes and consequences of the highest-ever recorded 

number of anti-Semitic incidents during that period [July/August 2014]”, reported in 

February 2015:  

“there was an overwhelming consensus amongst those that submitted evidence or gave 

personal testimony at the regional meetings we held, that the media, and in particular 

the BBC, had a role to play in whipping up anger through emotive content in the news 

and analysis that was broadcast.” 

http://www.antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/themes/PCAA/images/Report-of-the-All-

Party-Parliamentary-Inquiry-into%20Antisemitism-1.pdf   

10. Some of our members have spoken at or attended a number of meetings organised by 

Jewish communities around the UK on the subject of the BBC’s coverage of Israel. While 

the audiences were self-selecting, those who asked questions or made comments were 

evidently intelligent, well-informed, middle-class people. It is clear from these meetings 

that there is enormous concern regarding bias and inaccuracy in the BBC’s coverage of 

Israel, and frustration that there appears to be no practical way of remedying it. 

11. It also seems to us that the position has deteriorated rather than improved since the 2010 

survey: we suspect that today an even higher majority of Britain’s Jews would regard the 

BBC’s coverage as biased against Israel.  

12. We are aware that a report on the impartiality of the BBC’s coverage of the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict was commissioned and published by the BBC’s Board of Governors 

in 2005-6. As well as being some time ago now, this report was fundamentally flawed, 

inter alia in that the coverage was monitored primarily after the inquiry was announced, 

and hence in a period when reporters and editors were taking particular care to comply 

with the criteria by which the coverage would be assessed.  

http://www.jpr.org.uk/publication?id=94#.Vg91zdiFOWA
http://www.antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/themes/PCAA/images/Report-of-the-All-Party-Parliamentary-Inquiry-into%20Antisemitism-1.pdf
http://www.antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/themes/PCAA/images/Report-of-the-All-Party-Parliamentary-Inquiry-into%20Antisemitism-1.pdf
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Experience of the BBC’s handling of complaints  

13. The experience of our members and supporters is that every trick in the book is used by 

the BBC complaints handlers to prevent complaints, however meritorious, from being 

upheld. Examples include: 

(a) BBC complaints handlers stonewall through multiple stages of the complaints 

procedure until all but the most determined complainants give up. 

(b) At each stage strict time limits are imposed on complainants. If the complainant 

does not respond or appeal in time, the complaint cannot be further pursued. By 

contrast, no binding time limits are imposed on the BBC, and if a target for response 

by the BBC is missed the complaint is not regarded as upheld and no other sanction 

is imposed. Because of the BBC’s delays and the multiplicity of steps in the 

procedure, the process has often taken years. During this period the biased and 

misleading coverage goes uncorrected and lodges in the minds of those who saw, 

heard or read it.  

(c) If the response of the journalist or editor to a complaint is so inadequate that even 

the complaints handling staff do not feel able to use it, they ask the journalist or 

editor to try again. No such effort is expended towards assisting complainants.  

(d) The BBC regularly rejects complaints on the basis of points or material on which 

the complainant is not afforded any opportunity to comment. 

(e) Inconvenient evidence is lost or destroyed. In one case a complainant was informed 

by a person who had been interviewed for the programme in issue:  

“I can tell you that her piece was an absolute hatchet job. She cut all of my solid 

answers out. The only way to do justice here is to get access to the original raw 

footage and review it. This is what I would try and go after.” 

The footage disappeared after the complainant drew this to the attention of the BBC 

and asked to see the footage.  

(f) In another case the BBC referred to various documents when rejecting a complaint. 

On appealing, the complainant asked for copies of these documents so that he could 

address them properly. This was refused on the ground that the BBC would not 

rely on these documents in its decision on the appeal. But when the draft decision 

was circulated, the BBC did rely on these documents. The complainant protested. 

The decision was then amended to remove the references to these documents, but 

no other change was made and it was evident that they had in fact been relied on. 

(g) A person who had made a number of successful complaints of anti-Israel bias 

and/or inaccuracy was barred from having further complaints considered on the 

ground that he has made too many unsuccessful complaints – even though the 

proportion of his complaints that had been upheld was far higher than the average. 
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14. Again, this experience is reflected at public meetings. On one occasion an audience of 

several hundred attending a meeting were asked to raise their hands if they had 

complained to the BBC, then to raise their hands if they felt that the requirements for 

handling complaints had been complied with, and then to raise their hand if they felt that 

the requirements for handling complaints had not been complied with. A large majority 

of the audience raised their hands in response to the first question, none in response to 

the second question, and a large majority in response to the third question. A video of 

this talk can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MT7fEmCMEck.  

15. Even if a complaint is upheld, the experience of our members and supporters is that no 

effective remedial action is taken to undo the effects of the original misleading or biased 

coverage. The finding on the complaint is reported on a page of the BBC’s website which 

viewers do not normally access. Sometimes objectionable content on the BBC’s website 

is changed very slightly, but since this is usually months or years after the original news, 

the article in question is not then promoted on a main page and is hardly viewed.  

Consequences of biased or misleading coverage of Israel 

16. There is a clear correlation between the frequency of antisemitic attacks in the UK and 

heightened media coverage of Israel, as can be seen by comparing the data on antisemitic 

incidents recorded by the Community Security Trust https://cst.org.uk/publications/cst-

publications and data on media coverage. In the light of this data it is evident that 

inaccuracy and bias against Israel in the BBC’s coverage is liable to promote 

antisemitism and accompanying radicalisation. 

17. This is borne out by examples of misleading media coverage that have been prominent 

in public displays of hostility towards Israel and Jews. These have included, for example, 

the allegation that the overwhelming majority of Palestinians killed by Israeli fire in the 

“Protective Edge” operation in Gaza in 2014 were civilians, with the implication that 

Israel was deliberately or recklessly murdering Palestinian civilians – women and 

children.  

18. The BBC repeatedly emphasised this allegation as if it were an undisputed fact. In reality, 

it was based on figures provided by the Palestinian Health Ministry in Gaza controlled 

by Hamas and was not true. The proportion of terrorists was probably about half of the 

total fatalities from Israeli fire. As well as being inaccurate, it was biased of the BBC not 

to make it clear that the ratio of civilian to terrorist casualties was disputed.  

19. It was also biased and misleading to repeat this allegation so often and so prominently 

when the BBC never, or hardly ever, reported on the ratio of terrorist to civilian casualties 

in other conflicts. In fact, by comparison with many anti-terrorist operations carried out 

by other armies, the ratio of civilians to terrorists killed in the “Protective Edge” 

operation was relatively low. The lack of comparison and context created a wholly 

misleading impression. 

20. However, complaints about this coverage were rejected on totally unsatisfactory grounds. 

The BBC also failed to make any adequate correction subsequently, even when it became 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MT7fEmCMEck
https://cst.org.uk/publications/cst-publications
https://cst.org.uk/publications/cst-publications
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even clearer that the information originally broadcast with such prominence was 

misleading.  

21. This is just one example of misleading coverage by the BBC in this area; we could 

mention many others.  

22. Reporting such as this promotes hatred of Israel, Jews and others who have friendly or 

commercial relations with them. This in turns leads to radicalisation and potentially 

terrorism. As then Prime Minister, David Cameron said in his speech at Ninestiles School 

on 20 July 2015,  

“you don’t have to believe in barbaric violence to be drawn to the ideology. No-one 

becomes a terrorist from a standing start. It starts with a process of radicalisation. When 

you look in detail at the backgrounds of those convicted of terrorist offences, it is clear 

that many of them were first influenced by what some would call non-violent 

extremists. It may begin with hearing about the so-called Jewish conspiracy and then 

develop into hostility to the West and fundamental liberal values, before finally 

becoming a cultish attachment to death. Put another way, the extremist world view is 

the gateway, and violence is the ultimate destination.”   

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/extremism-pm-speech 

23. In short, biased and misleading coverage of Israel by the BBC is liable to undermine the 

security not only of Britain’s Jews but of British society generally. This makes it all the 

more important to provide fit-for-purpose systems to address concerns regarding the 

BBC’s coverage in this area.  

24. A further consequence of the perception of persistent bias by the BBC in its coverage of 

Israel and the lack of any satisfactory remedy is the undermining of the sense of security 

and confidence in British institutions on the part of many members of Britain’s Jewish 

population. The BBC is thus contributing to an increasingly widespread view that Jews 

have no future in Britain. 

25. Biased and misleading coverage by the BBC and other media also has serious 

consequences in the Middle East. It contributes to poor policies by British and other 

governments, since policy makers are misinformed and respond to public opinion based 

on misinformation. It emboldens Palestinians to engage in activities that obstruct any 

peace process, including violence and incitement to violence, promotion of hate and 

antisemitism, and indoctrination with propaganda and false history. And it reinforces 

Israelis and their supporters in their conviction that they cannot rely on anyone else, and 

that even their own actions to defend themselves will be constricted; and this significantly 

limits the concessions that can be made by Israel in the hope of achieving peace. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/extremism-pm-speech
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Our proposal 

26. We propose the following procedure for editorial complaints: 

(a) There should be just two stages, with strict time limits imposed on the BBC 

complaints handlers as well as on the complainant. If the complainant is not 

satisfied with the first response to his complaint he should be able to appeal directly 

to the Executive Complaints Unit (ECU). 

(b) It should be possible to make complaints by email, as well as by web form, text, 

telephone or post. Save where further time is required by exceptional 

circumstances, the complaint must be submitted within 20 working days of the 

most recent broadcast or availability of the material; if the content in issue is still 

available to the public e.g. on the BBC’s website the complaint should still be 

admissible. If the complaint requires more than 1000 words, a summary in up to 

500 words should also be provided. 

(c) In the case of a written complaint, the BBC should be required to provide a 

substantive reply within 10 working days of receipt, save in exceptional 

circumstances, which must be notified within the 10 working days to the 

complainant and to a member of the Executive Board responsible for overseeing 

the handling of complaints. In the absence of a substantive reply or notification of 

exceptional circumstances within the 10 working days, the complainant may appeal 

immediately to the ECU. If an extension is required and duly notified, the extension 

may not exceed a further 10 working days, following which the complainant may 

appeal immediately to the ECU. 

(d) An appeal to the ECU must be submitted within up to 20 working days of the 

BBC’s substantive response to the complaint, save where further time is required 

by exceptional circumstances. The appeal must set out the complainant’s reasons 

for disagreeing with the BBC’s response. If this requires more than 1000 words, a 

summary in up to 500 words should also be provided.  

(e) On receipt of an appeal, the ECU will invite the programme maker and any other 

relevant personnel to comment and will send their comments to the complainant 

within 10 working days; if further time is required, the reasons must be notified to 

the complainant and to a member of the Executive Board responsible for 

overseeing the handling of complaints within the 10 working days, and the 

extension of time may not exceed a further 10 working days.  

(f) The complainant may then reply to the BBC’s comments within 10 working days 

(or up to 20 working days if an extension was given to the BBC parties).  

(g) The ECU must then decide the appeal within 10 working days of the complainant’s 

reply or his confirmation that he does not wish to reply or the expiry of the time 

limit for his reply (whichever is earlier). If the ECU requires further time, the 

reasons must be notified to the complainant and to a member of the Executive 
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Board responsible for overseeing the handling of complaints within the 10 working 

days, and the extension of time may not exceed a further 10 working days. 

(h) If the ECU fails to comply with the above time limits in a matter in which Ofcom 

has jurisdiction to consider complaints, the complainant may then appeal to Ofcom 

without waiting for any decision by the ECU. If the ECU fails to comply with the 

time limits in a matter in which Ofcom does not have jurisdiction to consider a 

specific complaint, the BBC must pay compensation to the complainant (say £10 

for every week or part thereof by which the time limit is exceeded), and the failure 

must be recorded on a dedicated page of the BBC’s website. 

(i) If an editorial complaint is upheld, the non-compliance must be rectified by a clear 

and full correction in a manner which is likely to come to the attention of a similar 

audience to the original content. In the case of an on-air broadcast item, this will 

normally require an on-air correction in a similar time/programme slot or slots. In 

the case of website material, it will normally require a notice drawing attention to 

a full correction on a page given similar prominence to the original for a similar 

period.  

27. A similar approach should be applied mutatis mutandis to general complaints. 

Specific comments on the BBC’s proposed complaints framework and procedures 

Page 4 

28. Almost every statement in the second paragraph of the Introduction to this document 

appears to us to be untrue. The BBC does not aim to resolve complaints fairly, quickly 

and satisfactorily. On the contrary, the BBC complaints handlers try to find any reason 

they can, however implausible, for rejecting complaints; and prevaricate and obfuscate 

as long as possible in the expectation that most complainants will realise that it is a waste 

of time to complain. The BBC does not take seriously its obligation to have a complaints 

framework that provides “transparent, accessible, effective, timely and proportionate 

methods” of making sure that the BBC is meeting its obligations and fixing problems. 

On the contrary, the BBC is taking every opportunity to ensure that it can continue to 

handle complaints with maximum obfuscation and minimum effectiveness; to make it 

unnecessarily difficult for complainants to submit and pursue complaints; and to 

maximise delays in handling complaints within the parameters of the government’s 

botched attempt to eliminate these delays. The document does not inform people who 

want to make a complaint what to expect. On the contrary, it fails to tell them that their 

complaint will be addressed by complaints handlers whose aim is to find some way or 

another of dismissing it, rather than to consider its merits objectively. 

29. Similar points apply to the second and fifth bullets under the third paragraph of the 

Introduction. The fourth bullet is also incorrect: the procedures do not provide for any 

effective statement of fault or action to correct it. On the contrary, the following 

paragraph says this is only a possibility, and in our experience it is a possibility that is 
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never effectively used, except occasionally where the BBC has plainly libelled a 

particular person and may be liable for substantial damages. 

Page 6 

30. Similar points also apply to the section under the sub-heading “Principles” starting on 

page 6 of the proposed Complaints Framework and Procedures. Again, most of the 

statements in this section are not true. 

Page 10 

31. Under the proposed framework, complaints cannot be made by email. This significantly 

reduces accessibility, particularly for well-reasoned complaints. The web form only 

allows 2000 characters, which is insufficient to address issues of substance, particularly 

where the misinformation is extensive. Texting is also unsuitable for preparing a 

substantial complaint and hard copy post is relatively inconvenient. Telephone 

complaints cannot pursued beyond the initial call, since no response is given. 

32. The ECU accepts appeals by email, so it seems that the only purpose served by not 

permitting complaints to be made by email in the first place is to make it more difficult 

for people to submit well-reasoned complaints. Indeed, we regard the exclusion of 

complaints by email as evidence of the BBC’s lack of good faith in its claim to value the 

feedback provided by complaints. 

Page 11 

33. In general, we think that 20 working days is adequate to give complainants a fair time to 

react and prepare a complaint. However, complaints should be admissible if the material 

was still being made available to the public within the last 20 working days, for example 

on the BBC’s website, even if it was originally posted earlier. There is no justification in 

this case for imposing a requirement for a “good reason for the delay”; and the proposed 

additional requirement that the matter be “serious” will no doubt be abused by the BBC’s 

complaints handlers, whose entrenched prejudice is to treat complaints as a nuisance to 

be disposed of rather than an opportunity to improve accuracy and impartiality. 

34. Article 56(3) of the Charter specifically requires the BBC to establish a framework for 

handling and resolving complaints in order to secure compliance with its obligations and 

remedies for non-compliance. The BBC’s obligations of accuracy and impartiality 

continue to apply to content as long as the BBC continues to make it available to the 

public. We venture to suggest that it is in fact unlawful for the BBC not to handle and 

resolve complaints in respect of content that is not duly accurate and impartial where it 

continues to make this content available to the public.  

35. In the rare case that it has become unduly difficult or disproportionate to investigate live 

content on account of its age, this may possibly be a ground for rejecting the complaint, 

but it does not excuse the refusal to consider complaints generally in respect of content 

that it is still being made available to the public by the BBC.  
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36. Once again, the refusal to consider complaints in respect of biased or misleading content 

that is still being made available to the public seems to us to show a lack of sincerity on 

the BBC’s claim that it takes complaints seriously. Furthermore, given that misleading 

and biased content relating to Israel promotes antisemitism and other serious 

consequences as mentioned above, the refusal to address complaints in relation to such 

content when it remains available to the public is a very serious dereliction of the BBC’s 

responsibilities. 

Pages 12-13 

37. In our view the requirement that a complaint should not exceed 1000 words save in 

exceptional circumstances is unduly draconian, especially when coupled with the 

restriction on making new or additional points at a later stage. In our view this is a further 

example of the BBC making it as difficult as possible to submit a well-reasoned 

complaint.  

38. It is notable that the BBC’s own responses to complaints can exceed 1000 words and that 

no similar length restriction is placed on the BBC’s responses in the proposed procedure. 

Nor is there any restriction on the BBC making new or additional points at a later stage 

of the procedure.  

39. We consider that it is fair and sufficient to require a summary of less than 500 words 

where the complaint exceeds 1000 words. Furthermore, in our view a requirement to give 

reasons for exceeding a word limit serves no useful purpose. It will be apparent from the 

content of the complaint whether the length was justified or not. 

40. Footnotes 14 and 15 state that when a complaint is made by telephone, BBC audience 

services will merely summarise the complaint and notify the relevant department. The 

complainant will not receive a response in writing and presumably will not be able to 

take it any further. Since this means that such complaints will have no or negligible effect, 

we consider that this point should be plainly stated in the main text, and not relegated to 

inconspicuous footnotes. 

41. In our view a strict time limit should be imposed on the BBC to respond to a complaint. 

“The BBC aims to reply within 10 working days of receipt of your complaint though 

some complaints make take longer” is hopelessly inadequate and a recipe for a 

continuation of the disgraceful prevarication that has prevailed hitherto. 

Page 14 

42. In our view, the procedure should be streamlined by abolishing stage 1b. It creates 

unnecessary delay and obfuscation.  

43. We also object to the word limit on complainants for the reasons stated above. 

44. We further object to the restriction on the complainant raising new points when there is 

no such restriction on the BBC, and indeed the BBC regularly raises new points at all 

stages. This is grossly one-sided and produces incorrect decisions. In our view, the better 
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approach would be not to allow either the complainant or the BBC to raise new points 

after the complaint and the BBC’s first response save in exceptional circumstances. If, 

however, the BBC is generally permitted to raise new points, then so should the 

complainant.  

45. Again, if there is to be a stage 1b, a strict time limit should be imposed on the BBC. “The 

BBC … aims to reply within 20 working days of receipt of your complaint though some 

complaints take longer” is unsatisfactory, particularly when the procedure has three 

separate stages not including a possible appeal to Ofcom. 

Pages 15-16 

46. We object to the word limit on complainants for the reasons stated above. We also object 

to the restriction on the complainant raising new points when there is no such restriction 

on the BBC. This disparity of treatment at all levels is a further indication of the BBC’s 

lack of sincerity in relation to the handling of complaints. 

47. There should be a strict time limit on the ECU, rather than just “targets”. The time limit 

should take into account the fact that those responsible for the content must already be 

familiar with the complaint and have prepared responses to it at earlier stages of the 

procedure.  

48. In our view the complainant should be given an opportunity to address the responses of 

those responsible for the content before a decision is prepared, particularly as these are 

likely to contain new points and material on which the complainant has not had any 

opportunity to comment. The possibility of commenting after the finding is not a 

satisfactory alternative, since by then the decision-maker has formed and expressed a 

view and will be disinclined to change it. 

49. We also think that it is unfair and conducive to incorrect decisions to allow those 

responsible for the content to comment on a draft decision to uphold a complaint, but not 

to afford a similar opportunity to a complainant to comment on a draft decision to reject 

a complaint.  

50. The overall effect of the procedure of the ECU as proposed is this: In addition to any 

informal opportunities that the ECU gives those responsible for the content to respond to 

the complaint, they have two formal opportunities before a complaint can be upheld – 

first, when the complaint is filed and again when a draft decision has been prepared. On 

each occasion, those responsible for the content can raise new points, refer to new 

material and completely reformulate their arguments. The complainant has no 

opportunity to comment on these new points, new material and reformulated arguments 

before a decision is made. In the absence of any comments from the complainant 

countering the new points, material and arguments, ECU staff, already predisposed to 

reject complaints, are almost bound to find something, however specious, in the 

responses to justify rejection of a complaint, unless those responsible for the content 

make no real attempt to justify it. Under this procedure it is a minor miracle if a 
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complaint, however meritorious, is upheld against serious opposition from those 

responsible for the content or their management or sponsors within the BBC.  

51. We consider that a fairer, simpler and quicker procedure would be to forward the appeal 

to those responsible for the content, giving them an opportunity to respond within (say) 

10 working days; for their responses to be transmitted to the complainant giving him an 

opportunity to reply within (say) 10 working days; followed by a final decision of the 

ECU within (say) 10 working days. 

Pages 18-21 

52. We repeat such of the above points as are relevant to the General Complaints Procedure 
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